Role of hydrogen bonding in general anesthesia.
The importance of hydrogen bonding in determining the potency of a general anesthetic is controversial. In order to investigate the role of hydrogen bonding further, we have used a multiple linear regression approach to quantify the relative importance of various physical properties of an anesthetic molecule (i.e., its ability to donate or accept a hydrogen bond, its dipolarity and polarizability, and its size) in determining its anesthetic potency. For comparison, we have applied the same approach to partitioning between water and three simple, but contrasting solvents (n-octanol, n-hexadecane, and N,N-dimethylacetamide) and to inhibition of an enzyme (firefly luciferase) which mimics many of the properties of general anesthetic target sites in animals. We present equations which accurately predict potencies (over many orders of magnitude) for producing general anesthesia and inhibiting the firefly luciferase enzyme. We find that the aqueous potency (defined as the reciprocal of the aqueous EC50 concentration) of a molecule as a general anesthetic or an inhibitor of luciferase is determined overwhelmingly by its size (which increases potency) and its ability to accept a hydrogen bond (which decreases potency), but only marginally by its ability to donate a hydrogen bond or by its dipolarity and polarizability. We conclude that general anesthetic target sites in animals must have, in addition to their overall hydrophobicity, a polar component which is a relatively poor hydrogen bond donor, but which can accept a hydrogen bond about as well as water.